
Chicago Footwork Workshop Series at UMass Amherst 
Nov. 14, 17, 18, 2022 
See www.cfology.com to register for online viewing (3 classes available online). 
See guest artist bios and workshop schedule below. 
Download flyer with guest artist images =>   Download flyer with workshop schedule => 
 
Chicago Footworkology is offering a three-day workshop series at the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst this November 14th, 17th, and 18th with three guest teaching artists: 
King Charles, DJ T-Rell, and Kelli Forman. All seven workshops are offered through the 
Music and Dance Department and are focused around Chicago Footwork music, dance, 
history, and culture.  
 
Chicago Footwork is a dance form that was created by the African American community in 
Chicago during the 1980’s and evolved into a highly complex technical battle style. The music 
used for Chicago Footwork maintains an average of 160 beats per minute, and the very rapid 
dance movements of the form reflect that speed. Music used for Chicago Footwork sessions, 
performances, and battles is a blended style of electronic dance music in direct lineage of 
House music (which originated in Chicago), Ghetto House tracks, and Juke tracks (sampling 
Hip Hop, Funk, and R&B). Chicago Footwork upholds the concepts of battle clique culture, 
honoring multi-generational dance lineage, and developing personal dance style within a crew 
style. Within the last decade, the dance has moved from existing only in Chicago to being 
featured world-wide on performance stages, music videos, commercials, movies, television, 
and dance conferences. 
 
Video Links: 
CF Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlVbzuARvh0 

Creation Global Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhp3OcPfleQ 
CF Chicago Battle: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsu81MD5cmc 

From Jack to Juke: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fkGOTyggiw 
 
Chicago Footworkology: a company created in response to the recent global pandemic 
that provides online workshops, panel discussions, university presentations, battles, and 
collaborative community events to educate students world-wide about Chicago Footwork 
culture. 
 
Creation Global: an international Chicago Footwork dance crew with over 70 members 
worldwide. Creation Global crew is dedicated to the performance and preservation of 
Chicago-based African-American art forms, development of the next generation of leaders 
and artists, and building global connections to strengthen a multicultural movement. King 
Charles, DJ T-Rell, and Kelli Forman are all members of Creation Global. 
 

Artist Bios: 
 
King Charles is a Chicago Footwork pioneer from the Southside of Chicago and a prominent 
international teaching artist for Chicago Footwork. He has been a global ambassador for the 
art form for over 20 years. King Charles is the founder and leader of Creation Global, an 
international Chicago Footwork dance crew with over 70 members worldwide. King Charles 
was the Artistic Director of renowned Chicago dance company, The FootworKINGZ, who was 
featured on major television shows including America's Got Talent and America's Best Dance 
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Crew. King Charles has worked professionally with many iconic artists including touring with 
Madonna for years and performing with artists such as Elton John and Will.I.Am. King Charles 
continues to blow audiences away with his energy and creativity. His commercial work and 
stage performances include Omarian, Twista, Bakermat, Willow Smith, Verizon, and Nike- just 
to name a few. King Charles is also a mentor to many future leaders world-wide and a skilled 
rapper/MC. King Charles is the CEO and co-founder of Chicago Footworkology. 
 
DJ T-Rell is a prominent Producer and DJ in Chicago, who has been on the scene for over 15 
years. He served as the Executive Director of Phantom, Inc, and later became known for his 
Guest Mixes on multiple mainstream radio stations in Chicago. DJ T-RELL has always 
welcomed opportunities for growth and advancement. As a result, he was once the official DJ 
for recording and tattoo artist Phor of VH1’s Black Ink Chicago, and participated in the 
Smirnoff Master of the Mix. As a producer/engineer, DJ T-RELL has worked with countless 
independent artists and was the inspiration for a few records placed with two award-winning 
recording artists. He is a purist and can always be found honing his craft behind the ones and 
twos (vinyl/turntables) and translating the melodies within him to move the people, 
emotionally and physically. 
 
Kelli Forman is an international teaching artist and choreographer from the United States. 
After years of intensive training in the American Midwest, Kelli danced professionally in New 
York City and Los Angeles, working on shows such as X-Factor, Dancing With the Stars, 
America’s Got Talent, and Glee and modeling for companies such as Coca-Cola and Reebok. 
Kelli later completed her degree in Dance at the University of California Santa Barbara, 
advocated extensively for diversity in K-12 and collegiate dance education, and for six years 
held the position of National Director for a dance non-profit organization that provided free 
dance to thousands of low-income youth each year across the United States. Kelli shifted her 
focus from community work to global work, traveling the world as a teaching artist and 
choreographer in Contemporary, Chicago Footwork, and Heels Dance. Kelli is member of 
Creation Global, an international Chicago Footwork crew. 
 
 
MAIN EVENT SCHEDULE: 
All workshops are free and open to the public, no pre-registration needed for in-person 
attendance. All except Friday morning sessions are in Totman Gym, north side of UMass campus. 

Monday, Nov. 14 
2:30 - 3:45pm: CF Foundation with Kelli Forman (Comp 2 & Ballet 1) 
4 - 5:15pm (+ online viewing): Freak the Beat with King Charles and DJ T-Rell (Modern 1) 

Thursday, Nov. 17 
11:30am - 12:45pm: CF Foundation & Rounds with Kelli Forman (Improvisation) 
1 - 2:15pm (+ online viewing): Chicago Footwork with King Charles (Hip Hop) 

Friday, Nov. 18 
9 - 10am (+ online viewing): Ear Training with DJ T-Rell (Music), Bromery Rm. 44 
11am - 12noon: Lab & Converse with DJ T-Rell (Open), Bromery Rm. 419 
1:25 - 3:45pm: Chicago Footwork with King Charles (Jazz 5) 
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